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LAW ENFORCEMENT

Cutting-edge Video Wall Technology Now Within Reach for 
Law Enforcement Agencies of Any Size

Purchasing and maintaining a video command 
center used to be so expensive that it was out of 
reach for many law enforcement agencies. And 
the technology was complex, requiring specialized 
training. Hiperwall® eliminates all of these 
drawbacks. 

With Hiperwall, small to mid-sized law enforcement 
agencies can build visual command centers at an 
affordable price—to save more lives. And federal 
agencies with existing visual command centers can 
build larger display systems in more locations at a 
fraction of the cost compared to existing solutions.   

How do we do it? Simple. It’s the nature of our 
technology that makes the difference. Hiperwall 
technology is software based and hardware 
agnostic. While other solutions today must be 
purchased in combination—both hardware and 
software—this is not the case for us. Hiperwall can 
be used with almost any hardware, and technology 
updates can be made within minutes. Gone are 
the days of being forced to purchase proprietary 
hardware—or allowing it to become obsolete over 
time. You choose which brands of computers, 
displays and network equipment you want to use.  

Hiperwall® visual command center at the Santa Ana Police Department in Southern California
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

Hiperwall brings you the following benefits: 
• Full situational awareness provides effective decision support
• Live data and video feeds from almost any source delivers important 

information at a glance 
• Specialized triggers set off automatic alerts for faster and better awareness 

of a situation                                 
• Ease of use brings instant value though a brief learning curve; install and 

operate the same day    
• All so that you can see the big picture to save lives—and your budget

Hiperwall Advantages

Affordability No proprietary hardware means no high-cost components.

Usability If you can create a PowerPoint slide, you can run Hiperwall.  
No special training is needed.

Scalability Add monitors and increase the size of your video wall 
incrementally, overtime, with each budget cycle.

Extensibility
Deliver content to multiple locations within a facility, such as a 
control room, conference room, private office, lobby, etc., all 
from one centrally managed system.

Flexibility Use your own hardware—any brand you want.

Changeability Move and resize high-resolution content instantly, and mix 
content from live and pre-recorded sources.

The greatest validation of Hiperwall’s value is how it can serve you—in your 
community, in your agency, to protect your citizens. Interested in seeing how 
Hiperwall can help you? We’d be happy to answer any questions or set up a live 
demonstration in our showroom or over the web. Just give us a call, send us an 
email, or visit our website. We look forward to sharing more about Hiperwall 
and learning more about your specific needs.   

“The Hiperwall system 
enables the sector command 
center to maintain situational 
awareness for real-time 
news feeds, display or vessel 
activity and overseeing Coast 
Guard missions along 350 
miles of coastline.”  
– USCG Lt. Cmdr. Juan Miguel 

“Hiperwall video wall 
saves lives, money.” 
– Commercial Integrator

“The management console 
is great. Other local police 

and fire departments 
have been impressed by it 

and are looking to install 
similar systems.” 
– Troy Campbell,  
IT specialist and 

cyberthreat intelligence 
architect, Kansas City 

Police Department

The Singapore Ministry 
of Defense selected 
Hiperwall as the core 
of the country’s Changi 
Regional Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster 
Relief Coordination Centre 
(RHCC), which coordinates 
relief efforts between 
countries when natural 
disasters strike. 


